
EHTASHAM MUNIB
W E B   D E V E L O P E R

EXPERIENCE

Cook / Cashier  |  KFC

JAN  2015 - OCT 2021, SASKATOON, SK

● Provided excellent customer service whilst taking orders in a
face-paced, team oriented environment resulting in excellent customer
feedback.

● Communicated effectively with a team working through multiple tasks
from food preparation to packing to ensure order accuracy and timely
completion.

● Lead and trained dozens of new staff through restaurant cooking
and cleaning procedures and practices.

EDUCATION

BrainStation  |  Diploma Candidate, Web Development

SEPT 2021 - DEC 2021, SASKATOON, SK

University of Saskatchewan  |  Bachelors in Computer Science

SEPT 2015 -  AUG  2019, SASKATOON, SK

PROJECTS

BrainStation Capstone Project |  Developer

DEC 2021, BRAINSTATION

● A web app that allows users to login and keep track of movies and tv
shows they have seen and recommend related content.

● Built using React, SQL, JavaScript, HTML, and CSS.

Sherbrooke Community Web App |  Test Lead

SEPT  2018 - DEC 2018, UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN

● An event communications web app for Sherbrooke Community Centre.
Allowed staff to create and publish community event bulletins as well as
weather and menu widgets across TVs in Sherbrooke’s facility.
Developed as a final project for a 4th year CS course.

● Oversaw and executed many levels of testing such as unit, integration,
regression, E2E, and system testing using PhantomJs and Selenium to
ensure software reliability.

● Developed using multiple tools and languages including JavaScript,
NodeJS, Express, VueJS, MongoDB, HTML, and CSS.

emunib@outlook.com

306-914-4894

linkedin.com/in/emunib

github.com/emunib

SKILLS

 JavaScript, Java, C#, Python,
HTML, CSS, GIT, DOM and Web
APIs, OAuth, Heroku, Jest,  agile
development, pair programming,
and code reviews.
 Strong understanding of various
data structures and algorithms.

PROFILE

I love the challenge of facing
coding problems, logically
thinking them through, and the
thrill of successfully overcoming
them to see a complete project
come to life. A role as a web
developer enables me to solve
problems as well as express my
creativity visually. I am eager to
tackle new challenges, contribute
my creativity and problem solving
skills to the team,  and  start a
career in web development.

https://github.com/emunib/capstone
http://github.com/371team4/371Team4
mailto:emunib@outlook.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/emunib
http://www.github.com/emunib

